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Quasiparticle band-structure effects on thed hole lifetimes of copper within theGW approximation
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We investigate the lifetime ofd holes in copper within afirst-principles GWapproximation. At theG0W0

level the lifetime of the topmostd bands are in agreement with the experimental results and are four times
smaller than those obtained in the ‘‘on-shell’’ calculations commonly used in literature. The theoretical life-
times and band structure, however, worsen when further iterative steps of self-consistency are included in the
calculation, pointing to a delicate interplay between self-consistency and the inclusion of vertex corrections.
We show that theG0W0 success in the lifetimes calculation is due to the opening of ‘‘intraband’’ decay
channels that disappear at self-consistency.
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Very recent experimental and theoretical results on
quasiparticle lifetimes in noble1,2 and simple3 metals show
that our present understanding of the electron dynamic
real solids is far from being complete.4 For electrons above
the Fermi level ~hot electrons! time-resolved two-photon
photoemission experiments show a nonquadratic behavio
the lifetime, in contrast with the Fermi-liquid theor
prediction.5 For occupied states, the number of possible sc
tering events increases rapidly as their energies decreas
low the Fermi level, and the agreement between photoem
sion experiments and theoretical results worsens.6 An open
question is whether this discrepancy comes from effects
yond the approximation used in the calculations~i.e., beyond
GW, where vertex corrections are neglected!, or it comes
from the way used to solve the quasiparticle equation fo
given self-energy. In the present work we address quan
tively the latter point, the inclusion of vertex corrections b
ing beyond the scope of this paper.

Density-functional theory7 ~DFT! has become the state
of-the-art approach to study ground-state properties o
large number of systems, going from molecules, to surfa
to complex solids.8 The success of DFT is based on the id
that the spatial density of a system of interacting partic
can be exactly described by a noninteracting gas of Ko
Sham~KS! independent particles, moving under the action
an effective potential which includes the exchang
correlation potentialVxc . Compared with experiment, th
usual local density approximation9 ~LDA ! to the DFT yields
a semiconductor band structure which systematically un
estimates the band gap, while for noble metals the disc
ancies are bothk-point and band dependent.10 Another im-
portant drawback of the use of DFT eigenvalues as excita
~band structure! energies is that they are by construction re
no lifetime effects are included. An alternative approach
time-dependent DFT where all neutral excitations are,
principle, exactly described.11 However, quasiparticle life-
times have not been considered so far within this approa

The many-body perturbation theory allows one to obt
band energies and lifetimes in a rigorous way, i.e., as
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poles of the one-particle Green’s functionG.11 Those are
determined by the solution of a Dyson-like equation of t
form12

F2
\2

2m
¹ r

21Vexternal~r !1VHartree~r !Gcnk~r ,v!

1E dr 8S~r , r 8,v!cnk~r 8,v!5Enk~v!cnk~r ,v!,

~1!

containing the nonlocal, generally complex and no
Hermitian, frequency-dependent self-energy operatorS. The
poles ofG are the quasiparticle~QP! energiesenk

QP , which
from Eq. ~1! correspond to the generally complex solutio
of the equationenk

QP5Enk(enk
QP). The real part ofenk

QP gives
the quasiparticle band structure, whereas the imaginary
yields the inverse quasiparticle lifetime. In the present wo
S is evaluated according to the so-calledGW approximation,
derived by Hedin in 1965,12 which is based on an expansio
in terms of the dynamically screened Coulomb interact
W(v). In the first iteration,G0 and W0 from DFT calcula-
tions are used to computeS as S05 iG0W0. Unlike semi-
conductors, the case of noble metals has been studied
recently.1,10,13 The lifetime of hot electrons in copper ha
been calculated with theGW self-energy evaluated at th
DFT zero-order energies1 ~namely, the ‘‘on-mass-shell’’ ap-
proximation!. This approach is based on the assumption
vanishing QP corrections of the DFT states while, very
cently, large QP effects on the occupied bands of cop
have been found.10 The on-mass-shell approach applied
the hole lifetimes13 indicates thatd holes in copper exhibit a
longer lifetime than exciteds/p electrons. The quantitative
comparison with experiment,6 however, has shown a larg
overestimation of the experimental lifetimes measured
means of photoemission spectroscopy. In this paper we
beyond the on-mass-shell approximation and calculate
lifetimes ofd bands in copper, fully solving the QP equatio
~1! in the complex plane without relying on any analyt
continuation. The convergence of the results is carefu
©2002 The American Physical Society04-1
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checked. Our results are significantly different from tho
obtained within a DFT self-energy based approach and ar
good agreement with experiments. The careful analysis
the physics underlying theGW decay of quasiholes will she
light into the quantum-mechanical mechanism behind
electron dynamics in noble metals.

In our approach, we start by solving Eq.~1! on the real
axis, as it is commonly done in QP band-structu
calculations.14 In this way we obtainenk

QP,0 , a first guess for
the real QP energies:

enk
QP,05enk

DFT1Re@Snk~enk
QP,0!#2Vxc

nk , ~2!

where Snk(v)[^nkuS(r r 8,v)unk& and Vxc
nk

[^nkuVxc(r )unk&. Even if Eq. ~1!, in principle, requires a
diagonalization with respect to the band indexn, it can be
reduced to the form of Eq.~2! because the computed of
diagonal matrix elements ofS are at least two orders o
magnitude smaller than the diagonal ones (uSn,n8u
!uSn,nu; n,n8 andn different fromn8!. The difference be-
tween the requested exact quasiparticle energyenk

QP and the
first guess defined in Eq.~2! is due to the fact that the self
energy has an imaginary part, namely,

enk
QP2enk

QP,05 i ZnkIm@Snk~enk
QP,0!# ~3!

and

Znk[F12
d Snk~v!

d v U
v5e

nk
QP,0G21

. ~4!

Since the quasiparticle concept holds when Im@Snk(enk
QP,0)#

is small,enk
QP,0 is a natural starting point to get the QP exc

tation. Note that,Znk being complex, Eq.~3! will also
slightly modify the real part ofenk

QP,0 . Thus the correspond
ing linewidth Gnk and lifetimetnk are given by

tnk
21[2Gnk[2Re@Znk#Im@Snk~enk

QP,0!#. ~5!

A remarkable property of Eq.~5! is that,enk
QP,0 being a solu-

tion of Eq. ~3!, only Re@Znk# is needed to define the Q
lifetime in contrast with the common expansion ofSnk(v)
around the DFT energyenk

DFT . Znk is the usual renormaliza
tion factor, referred to the initial QP guess instead of to
DFT eigenvalue. A first approximate solution of Eqs.~1! and
~2! can be obtained by fully neglecting the QP correcti
Re@Snk(enk

QP,0)#, i.e., by assumingenk
QP,0[enk

DFT and hence
Znk51. The corresponding lifetime is tnk
'„2Im@Snk(enk

DFT)#…21 and is usually referred in the litera
ture as the ‘‘on-mass-shell’’G0W0 lifetime,4,15 because the
input energies of the QP equation are supposed to rem
constant, and are subsequently used to calculate the
times. Another approach uses Eq.~3! with real Znk , and
enk

QP,0 corresponding to a linear muffin-tin orbitalGW band
structure.2 This method has confirmed the overestimation
the top d-band lifetimes found in the on-mass-she
approximation.13 However, we stress that the approximat
real QP energiesenk

QP,0 used in Ref. 2are not a solution of
Eq. ~2!. As a consequence,Gnk , obtained from Eq.~3!, con-
tains an additional term proportional to Im@Znk# that usually
16110
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is neglected,2 or is very small. However for the case of nob
metals it can be as large as 20 meV for the topd bands~see
Fig. 1!, accounting for 10–40 % of the total electronic lin
width. This term reduces the lifetimes, in agreement with
experiment and with the results presented below.

All the present calculations of Green’s function an
screened interaction have been performed using a pl
wave basis. We have used norm-conserv
pseudopotentials16,17 in the DFT-LDA calculation, with a
60 Ry energy cutoff, corresponding to;800 plane waves.18

Particular care has been devoted to the check of the effe
the Lorentzian broadeningh included in the screening func
tion W(v) for numerical reasons~see Ref. 14 for details!.
Calculations with different broadening values have shown
increase up to 50% of the lifetimes whenh is reduced from
0.1 to 0.005 eV. This dramatic numerical effect can
avoided by usingh50.005 eV, yielding results that coincid
with those extrapolated ath50 eV. This is an important
point since most calculations presented so far have b
done using dampings of 0.1 eV or larger.

In Fig. 1 we present the on-mass-shellG0W0 result com-
pared with the full solution of Eqs.~2! and ~3! ~simply re-
ferred to asG0W0), and with the experimental photoemis
sion results.6 The on-mass-shellG0W0 yields lifetimes that
are four times too large at thed-band top, and three times to
small at thed-band bottom~not shown in Fig. 1!. TheG0W0
results, instead, are in rather good agreement with exp
ments. Actually, they are systematically above the exp
mental values, as expected for the contribution of high
order electron-electron and residual phononic and impu
contributions. Moreover, as shown in Table I, the energy
sitions of the quasiparticle peaks are well reproduced
G0W0, while in the on-mass-shell calculation the eigenv

FIG. 1. Lifetimes of selectedd bands of copper. Diamonds with
error bars: experimental data from Ref. 6. The theoretical res
obtained in this work are reported for a different level of iteratio
within the theGiW0 quasiparticle approximation. Full line,G0W0.
Dotted line, ‘‘on mass-shell’’G0W0. Dashed line, on-mass-she
G1W0. All theoretical quasiparticle energy position, are aligned
the corresponding experimental values. For a comparison of
band positions, see Table I. The lifetimes are systematically ab
the experimental values, as expected for the contribution of hig
order electron-electron and residual phononic contributions.
4-2
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ues~coincident with DFT ones! span a larger range of ene
gies, reflecting the known DFT overestimation of the lin
width of d band.10 The origin of the big difference betwee
the two lifetime calculations stems from the large QP se
energy corrections to thed bands of copper, completely ne
glected in on-mass-shell calculations.

The proper inclusion of these nontrivial self-energy c
rections change the electronic decay channels of thed levels.
In particular, we expect a strong effect on the topmost ban
Let us develop this idea further, by looking at theG0W0
expression for the self-energy:

S0~r ,r 8,v!5E i dv8

2p
G0~r ,r 8,v8!W0~r ,r 8,v2v8!.

~6!

W0(r ,r 8;v8) is the dynamically screened potential@convo-
lution of the inverse dielectric functione21(r ,r 8;v8) with
the bare Coulomb potential#. We can write Eq.~3! explicitly
in terms of a summation over the DFT states embodied inG0
as

Gnk}(
n8

(
q

Im@Wnk→n8(kÀq)~en8(k2q)
DFT

2enk
QP,0!#

3u~en8(k2q)
DFT

2enk
QP,0! f n8(k2q) , ~7!

where

Wnk→n8(k2q)~v![E drdr 8cnk* ~r !cn8(k2q)~r !

3W~r , r 8,v!cn8(k2q)
* ~r 8!cnk~r 8!,

~8!

f nk being the Fermi occupations andu(v) the step function.
In Eq. ~7! a quasihole in the stateunk& loses energy via
transitions to all the possible occupied states with~higher!
energyen8(k2q)

DFT ; the energy difference is dissipated by t
the screening cloud@described byW(v)] that surrounds the
DFT hole unk&. Thus theG0W0 transitions contributing to
the hole linewidth look like single-particle transitions from
quasihole to a DFT hole. In the higher order of Hedin’s eq

TABLE I. Theoretical bandwidths~in eV! and band energies fo
copper, at high-symmetry points and for various iterations of
GiW0 quasiparticle approximation~see text!. There is a striking
agreement with the experiment at theG0W0 level ~Ref. 10!, but this
worsens when the number of iterations~i! is increased, showing the
potential importance of including also vertex corrections. The
perimental values are taken from Ref. 19.

DFT G0W0 G1W0 G2W0 Experiment

G122G258 0.91 0.60 0.38 0.23 0.81
X52X3 3.23 2.49 1.99 1.65 2.79
X52X1 3.70 2.90 2.31 1.92 3.17
L32L3 1.58 1.26 1.03 0.90 1.37
L32L1 3.72 2.83 2.13 1.65 2.91
L12L28 5.40 4.76 4.78 3.77 4.95
16110
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tions, i.e., including vertex corrections, this interpretation
transitions loses meaning. This is due to self-energy effe
on the Green’s function of Eq.~6! and interactions of the
screening cloud with the stateun8(k2q)& ~vertex
corrections12!, which are neglected in Eq.~7!.

For the top of the occupiedd bands, theG0W0 calculation
yields negative QP corrections;10 this means that Eq.~7! con-
tains also contributions coming from the decay of the QPd
band toexactly the sameDFT band. We will refer to these
transitions as ‘‘intraband’’ decay channels. These contri
tions are important because thed bands of copper are flat
hence the corresponding density of states is large. Moreo
the screened interaction between thed bands is strong, as th
d states are spatially localized and screening is less effec
at small distances. In the on-mass-shell calculation, the st
un8(k2q)& appearing in Eq.~7! and the quasiparticle state
correspond to the same DFT eigenvalues; this means tha
‘‘intraband’’ decay channels occur at zero energy, where
low-energy Drude tail of the dielectric function dominat
~and hence the screened interaction is vanishing!. This leads
to the usual interpretation of the long calculated lifetimes
the d-band top as due to the fact that thesed states can only
decay tos/p states. These matrix elements are smaller th
those involving states with the samel character.

Even if the results of theG0W0 calculation are in rather
good agreement with the experiments, a natural ques
about the physical meaning of the intraband decay chan
arises. Not being at self consistency, the system is descr
within G0W0 on the basis of quasiparticle states and D
states~those involved in the hole decay! with different ener-
gies. To remove this inconsistency, Eq.~1! should be solved
iteratively, until converged QP energies are obtained. Ho
ever, as we show below, iterations beyond the usualG0W0
level worsen both the imaginary and real parts of the cal
lated QP energies.

So far fully self-consistentGW calculations have been
performed only for the homogeneous electron gas20 and for
simple semiconductors and metals,21 yielding worse spectra
properties than those obtained in the non-self-consis
G0W0. The construction of a self-consistentGW self-energy
is a formidable task even for the simple systems mentio
above. In copper, already the update of the screening fu
tion is rather demanding, due to the presence of localized
orbitals that imply a large cutoff in the plane-wave expa
sion. To test the effect of self-consistency on the QP ener
and lifetimes, we use a simplifiedGiW0 method, where the
self-energy operator is defined as

S i~r ,r 8,v![E i dv8

2p
Gi~r , r 8,v8!W(0)~r , r 8,v2v8!,

~9!

i being the iteration number.Gi involves the QP energie
obtained fromS ( i 21) , without considering renormalization
factors, lifetimes, and energy structures beyond QP peaks
the QP band structure resulting from the first iteration
already in excellent agreement with experiment, our n
step is to perform an on-mass-shellG1W0 calculation. The
resulting lifetimes are compared with experiment in Fig.
One sees that forcing QP energies to appear also in the s
involved in Eq.~7!, i.e., the states toward which the quas

e

-
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hole decays, yields lifetime results similar to those of t
on-mass-shellG0W0 method. The same overestimation
the lifetimes of the top of thed bands is observed, confirm
ing that a good agreement with experiment depends on
inclusion of the intraband decay channels described by
~7!.

A further question, that is, how self-consistency affe
the quasiparticle band structure obtained withinG0W0, could
now be addressed. As shown in Table I, at higher itera
orders of the quasiparticleGW equation, the resulting ene
gies worsen. Thed band width decreases, reducing the agr
ment with experiment.

These results show thatG0W0 describes correctly the
d-hole lifetimes as far as intraband decay channels betw
d-like states are included. Those transitions, however, im
an inconsistency between the quasiparticle initial states
the DFT final states of the hole decay, as shown in Eq.~7!. A
self-consistent solution of the Dyson equation removes
inconsistency, worsening, however, the agreement with
experimental results. This is a clear indication of the need
including vertex corrections in the self-consistent procedu
As shown for simple metals,22 vertex corrections would par
an

ds

16110
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tially cancel the dressing of theG0 Green’s function of Eq.
~6!, restoring the intraband decay channels and, con
quently, theG0W0 results.

In conclusion, we have shown that the lifetimes ofd holes
in copper, calculated within theG0W0 method, are in good
agreement with the experimental results, and can be obta
within the very same scheme, which yields a good quasip
ticle band structure. In contrast, further iterations of the
equation beyond theG0W0 level yield worse results, for both
the real and imaginary parts of self-energy. This can be
plained by the need of including also vertex corrections
gether with self-consistency. This result is quite general a
should apply to all metals in which one has two or more s
of electronic states with different degrees of spatial locali
tion.
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